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Abstract. We consider the transient behavior of a large linear array of
coupled linear damped harmonic oscillators following perturbation of
a single element. Our work is motivated by modeling the behavior of
flocks of autonomous vehicles. We first state a number of conjectures
that allow us to derive an explicit characterization of the transients,
within a certain parameter regime Ω. As corollaries we show that minimizing the transients requires considering non-symmetric coupling, and
that within Ω the computed linear growth in N of the transients is independent of (reasonable) boundary conditions.

1 Introduction
In this paper we study the transient behavior of systems of asymmetrically coupled
linear oscillators, following some initial perturbation. As the study of coupled linear
oscillators is of great general importance in physics (see for example [27]), it may
come as a surprise that even in the relatively simple case of a large (but finite) number
of linear oscillators on the line with nearest neighbor coupling, we do not even know
analytical expressions for the size of the transients! In this work we propose a solution
to an old ([4, 6]) problem that concerns the stability of these systems as well as the
quantitative description of the transients of those systems that are stable. Our theory
is asymptotic in the sense that it becomes more accurate as the number of oscillators
increases.
Even though the study of coupled oscillators and thus our results are of general
interest, we develop our results by considering the specific problem of modeling automated control of vehicle platoons. We consider a long sequence of cars (or “agents”)
initially at rest. At t = 0 the lead agent (or leader ) acquires constant speed v0 > 0.
Each agent is equipped with sensors that perceive relative position and relative velocity
of their neighbors, which is then used as feedback to determine its own acceleration.
The initial nonzero velocity of the leader causes a perturbation which travels through-
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Fig. 1. (a) Numerical simulation with 40 agents. At t = 0 the right most agent (the leader)
starts moving to the right with constant velocity. The trajectories shown here are relative to
the leader. (b) Schematic representation of the last agents orbit (red) and equilibruim position (dashed), relative to the leader. The vertical (green) segment on the far right represents
the leader’s orbit. We indicated the times Ti at which the orbit has maximum amplitude
whose absolute value equals |Ai | and the time T (the period) when it crosses its equilibrium
position for the second time.

out the system (the transient), until the system, assuming it is asymptotically stable,
approaches a state where all the agents have the same velocity v0 . A natural question
is to find parameters for the feedback algorithm that minimize the transient, i.e. to
ensure that the transient is bounded and decays quickly.
We describe the precise mathematical details of this system later, however as a
qualitative introduction we show a simulation in Figure 1(a) where all agents are
equally spaced and at rest at t = 0, and the leader is given the fixed trajectory
x0 (t) = max{0, v0 t} (i.e. constant velocity v0 for t > 0). This figure, as well as
all following figures in this paper, shows the position of each agent relative to the
leader, xk (t) − x0 (t). We focus our attention on the trajectory of the leftmost agent.
Qualitatively, it can be seen that the perturbation (at t = 0) of the leader’s velocity
creates a perturbation in the relative position that first propagates to the left, reflects
off of the leftmost agent, propagates to the right, reflects off the leader and propagates
to the left again. Also, the decaying, oscillating transient behavior of the leftmost
agent can be clearly seen. The main result of this paper is to establish a precise
characterization of the trajectory of the leftmost agent.
To understand quantitatively how a large system reacts when one agent (the
leader) is kicked, we relate through a series of conjectures, the evolution of the system
on the line to that of the system on the circle. This is known as imposing periodic
boundary conditions, and it underlies much of Solid State Physics [27]. However in
Solid State Physics, one typically deals with symmetric, undamped systems. Here
we need an extension to the much more general case of non-symmetric, undamped
systems.
Two remarks are in order here. The validity of the approach in the more restricted
case does not guarantee success here. So we need to check our results carefully and
this is done in Section 4. The second remark is that the more general theory may
give rise to new phenomena. This indeed is the case. If the undamped, symmetric
system is kicked, the perturbation typically travels with little distortion through the
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entire system. In the more general system, because of the damping, one might expect
the perturbation to die out quickly. In fact, other things may happen. The system
may be unstable, so that the perturbation grows indefinitely. Another possibility is
more counter-intuitive. The system may be stable, but the transient perturbation
grows exponentially large in the number of agents before they die out. This is called
flock instability. Flock stable systems are where the perturbation grows less than
exponential, and these are the ones with the smallest transients, and therefore these
are the systems of primary interest for the applications we have in mind.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the system of interacting agents and give some recent results. In Section 3 we derive the asymptotic
behavior (for large N ) of the transients. Finally, in Section 4, we present extensive
numerical results that support the theory used in Section 3.

2 Nearest Neighbor Flocks in R
We label the agents from 0 to N (from right to left) and let xk ∈ R be the position
of the k th agent. The feedback control is described by the function fk so that
ẍk = fk (xk − xk−1 , xk − xk+1 , ẋk − ẋk−1 , ẋk − ẋk+1 ),

(1)

This system is decentralized. This means (following [21] and [24]) that each agent’s
acceleration ẍk (apart from the leader’s) depends only on positions and velocities
relative to itself, i.e. on the differences xk − xi and ẋk − ẋi where i is a neighbor of k.
No absolute information is available to the agents. This definition has a long history
in the literature (e.g. [4], [6], [5]).
In our model, the cars are all identical except for the leader, and the last vehicle
which has no rear neighbor. In an initial (potentially nonlinear) model, we thus have
all of the fk for 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1 equal to a single function f . We fix the trajectory
of the leader by x0 (t) = max{0, v0 t}. We also impose the condition that there should
be a fixed spacing ∆ so that fk (−∆, ∆, 0, 0) = 0. This last condition implies that
the above equations have so-called coherent motion solutions xk = v0 t + x0 − ∆k.
We linearize this system around the coherent solution xk = x0 − ∆k by substituting
xk = x0 − ∆k + zk into Equation 1. Working out to first order in  and using
fk (−∆, ∆, 0, 0) = 0, we obtain the linearized system :

z̈k = gx

1
X
j=−1

ρx,j zk+j + gv

1
X

ρv,j żk+j

(2)

j=−1

where gx , gv , ρx,j and ρv,j are constants (depending on the derivatives of f ), and
P1
P1
j=−1 ρx,j =
j=−1 ρv,j = 0.
The fact that ρx,j and ρv,j sum to zero follows from the system being decentralized.
We see that Equation 2 may be written in matrix form as z̈ = gx Lx z + gv Lv ż, where
the row sums of the so-called graph Laplacian matrices Lx and Lv are zero.
We restrict ourselves to the case where gx ρx,0 and gv ρv,0 are both nonzero, and
then assume without loss of generality that ρx,0 = ρv,0 = 1 (otherwise we could
rescale gx and gv ). Note then that ρx,−1 = −1 − ρx,1 and ρv,−1 = −1 − ρv,1 , so all of
the constants ρx,j and ρv,j are determined by specifying ρx,1 and ρv,1 .
Completing the description of the linearized system requires specifying initial and
boundary conditions. At t = 0 the system is in equilibrium. For t > 0 we specify the
orbit of z0 and the boundary condition at zN below. Here we have to make a choice
for the boundary conditions. Two reasonable choices are given below.
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Definition 1 Let SN be the linearized system in Equation 2, where in addition
z0 (t) = v0 ψ (t),

(3)

where ψ satisfies ψ (t) = 0 for t < − and ψ̇ (t) = 1 for t > , and
z̈N = gx βx [−zN −1 + zN ] + gv βv [−żN −1 + żN ] .
The parameters βx and βv are specified by one of the following choices:
1. Variable mass boundary conditions: βx = −ρx,−1 and βv = −ρv,−1
2. Regular boundary conditions: βx = βv = 1
The first set of boundary conditions arises from simply leaving out the dependence
on the relative velocity and position of the rear-neighbor. When ρx,−1 = ρx,1 and
ρv,−1 = ρv,1 , this leads to symmetric Laplacian matrices Lx and Lv . For this reason
that boundary condition is most often used (e.g. see [26], [10]). Notice though that
physically this is akin to changing the mass of the last agent. In that sense the second
set of boundary conditions (used by other authors, e.g. [4]) is more realistic.
The linear system SN has an eigenvalue zero with multiplicity 2 associated with
the coherent motions. The system is asymptotically stable if all its other associated
eigenvalues have negative real part (see [13]). However even if SN is asymptotically
stable for all N , it is still possible to have the property that maxt∈R |zN (t)| grows
exponentially with N . The notion of flock stability, given below, is defined to explicitly
exclude this behavior (see also [22, 23, 18]).
Definition 2 (Flock stability) The system SN from Definition 1 is called flock stable
if it is asymptotically stable and if maxt∈R |zN (t)| grows sub-exponentially in N .
Earlier characterizations of flocks concentrated on string stability, which is the variation of the relative distances between neighbors (e.g. [5], [12], [15], [11], [16], [17],
[9]). This is hard to generalize for more complicated flocks in dimension 2 or higher.
Also most of these papers, and many others ([9], [26]), in fact consider the size of frequency response as a measure of stability. While this is mathematically equivalent to
the time-domain response, it is often difficult to explicitly calculate the time-response
from the frequency response (see for instance [22], [23], [7], [8]).
We first state some previous results regarding the transients of the system SN in
the time domain. Figure 1(b) shows a schematic description of the response when the
leader leaves at t = 0 with unit velocity. We have plotted the orbit of the last agent
relative to that of the leader, or zN (t) − z0 (t). As can be seen in 1(a), the orbit of
the last agent can be approximated by a piecewise constant “zig-zag” function that
has its local extrema of Ak at time Tk for k ≥ 1. A concise characterization of the
transient is afforded by specifying the values of its local extrema Ak , its period T ,
and the attenuation coefficient α ≡ A3 /A1 (see Figure 1(b) ). Some prior results valid
for more limited parameter regimes are summarized as :
Theorem 1 i) ([25]) Consider the system SN with ρx,1 = ρv,1 = −1/2 and regular
boundary conditions, and with ψ (t) given by ψ (t) = 0 for t < 0 and ψ (t) = t for
t ≥ 0. This system is flock stable and satisfies, in the limit as N → ∞,
s
√
A1
2
T
4 2
α→1
and
→−
and
→p
N
|gx |
N
|gx |
ii) ([22], [23], [18]) The system SN with ρx,1 = ρv,1 = r and regular boundary conditions, is asymptotically stable and flock unstable for all r ∈ (−1, 0)\{−1/2}.
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Remark: We note that the case ρx,1 = ρv,1 = r ∈ (−1/2, 0) is particularly interesting
since the real parts of the non-zero eigenvalues are bounded by max{− ggxv , gv (1 −
p
2 |r|(1 + r))}, while when r = −1/2 the real parts tend to 0 as N → ∞. Nonetheless
the only flock stable case is the latter.
Our analysis relies on relating the evolution of SN to that of a similar system
∗
which has periodic boundary conditions denoted by SN
. Accordingly, we define
∗
Definition 3 The system SN
with periodic boundary satisfies, for all k ∈ {1, · · · N },

z̈k

=

gx

1
X

ρx,j zk+j + gv

j=−1

where zj = zj+N and

P1

j=−1

ρx,j =

1
X

ρv,j żk+j ,

j=−1

P1

j=−1

ρv,j = 0.

∗
The main result from [2] is that if SN
is stable then its solutions behave as traveling
waves, moving in opposite directions, with velocities c+ and c− (possibly unequal in
magnitude). To establish this, an additional technical condition on the decay (as N
tends to infinity) of the expansion coefficients determined by the initial conditions
is needed. This is expressed in terms of am and bm , where the total solution of the
∗
system SN
has the form
N/2

zk (t) =

X
m=−N/2

N/2

am e

i2πmk/N

e

νm− t

+

X

bm ei2πmk/N eνm+ t

(4)

m=−N/2

∗
(see [2] for details). Note
and νm± are the eigenvalues of the system matrix for SN
that am and bm may be calculated from the Fourier coefficients of zk (0) and zk0 (0)
(considered as functions of k).
∗
Theorem 2 (See [2]) Suppose the systems SN
are asymptotically stable. Let α ∈
(0, 1). Suppose q, M > 0 are such that both |am | and |bm | are less than N −1 M |m|−1−q .
Then for large N , there are functions f+ and f− and constants Ki such that the
∗
satisfies
solution zj (t) of SN

|zk (t) − f+ (k − c+ t) − f− (k − c− t)| < K1 N (2−q)α−3 t + K2 N −αq−1
The signal velocities c± (in terms of number of agents per unit time) are given by:
r
gv (1 + 2ρv,1 )
gv2 (1 + 2ρv,1 )2
gx
c± = −
±
− ,
(5)
2
4
2
where c+ > 0 and c− < 0.

3 Transients in Nearest Neighbor Systems
The solutions shown in Figure 1 suggest that the transient following the initial
perturbation of the leader can be understood to travel across the flock and reflect
from the flock edge. Our analysis is based on tracking the path of this disturbance
across the flock. Doing this requires understanding two phenomena - the velocity of
the propagation of the disturbance, and the boundary conditions at the flock edge
that will control the reflection. In addition, detailed analysis of the transient is only
meaningful if the system is flock stable.

6
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We will first describe the path of a localized pulse, initially corresponding to the
second derivative of the leader’s orbit, across the system. For notational convenience
we define PN to be the system, with coordinates yk (t), to satisfy the same equations
as SN with the exception of the initial condition of the leader
R y0 (t). For PN , this is
given by y0 (t) = p(t)v0 , where p is a unit pulse satisfying p(s) ds = 1 and having
compact support. We will typically take p(t) = ψ̈ (t), where ψ (t) is from equation (3).
By linearity, this implies solutions of of SN can be obtained by integrating solutions
of PN twice.
We base our quantitative analysis on the result given in Theorem 2 for the system
with periodic boundary. As we have no analagous results for the system SN , we pose
a set of conjectures describing its stability, signal velocities, and boundary conditions.
∗
Conjecture 1 If SN
is asymptotically unstable then SN is asymptotically unstable
or flock unstable.

Conjecture 2 If PN is stable and flock stable, then, away from the boundaries, the
evolution of PN is as given in Theorem 2.
Conjecture 3 (Boundary Conditions) If PN is asymptotically stable and flock
stable then its approximate traveling wave solution ỹj (t) may be chosen so that ỹj (t)
satisfies the left boundary condition
∂
ỹj (t)|j=N = 0,
∂j

(6)

and the right boundary condition ỹ0 (t) = p(t).
∗
is asymptotically unstable unless ρx,−1 =
It was proven in [2] that the system SN
ρx,1 , gx ρx,0 < 0, and gv ρv,0 < 0. By Conjecture 1, SN cannot be flock stable unless
these conditions hold. In particular if ρx,1 = ρv,1 ∈ (−1, 0)\{ 21 } it follows that SN is
either unstable for large enough N or flock unstable, consistent with Theorem 1 ii.
We now track the evolution of the unit pulse across PN , obtaining an approximation ỹN (t) which consists of a sum of shifted and scaled (in amplitude) unit pulses.
Note that the technical conditions on am and bm , as well as the details on the approximation error |yN (t) − ỹN (t)|, are precisely those from Theorem 2.

Proposition 1 Suppose the systems PN are asymptotically stable and flock stable.
Let α ∈ (0, 1). Suppose there are q, M > 0 such that |am | and |bm | are less than
N −1 M |m|−1−q . Then for large N , there are constants Ki and a function ỹN such
that the trajectory yN (t) of the last agent of PN satisfies
|yN (t) − ỹN (t)| < K1 N (2−q)α−3 t + K2 N −αq−1
where (with C± defined in Theorem 2)
k 



∞ 
c+ − c− X c−
N
1
1
ỹN (t) =
p t−
−
−
kN v0
c+
c+
c+
c+
c−
k=0

Proof: By Conjecture 2, away from the boundaries, the solution yj (t) can be approximated within by ỹj (t) = f+ (t − j/c+ ) + f− (t − j/c− ). It remains to analyze the
effect of the boundaries at j = N and j = 0 on the approximate solution. We give a
reasoning analogous to the analysis in [3] (Appendix 2 to Chapter 5), but with two
substantial modifications. First, the spatial variable is discrete and, second, the signal
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velocities depend on the direction. Because the system is linear we may use 1 instead
of v0 and multiply the solution we then obtain by v0 .
By the left boundary condition implied by Conjecture 3, we have




1 0
N
1 0
N
− f+
t−
−
f− t −
= 0.
c+
c+
c−
c−
Assume that f− and f+ are continuous and integrate with respect to t to get:




N
N
c− f+ t −
+ c+ f− t −
= 0.
c+
c−
To simplify notation we will from now use:


1
1
P ≡
−
N
c+
c−

and

r≡

c−
c+

(7)

(8)

Substitute s− = t − N/c− into Equation 7 to get
f− (s− ) = −r f+ (s− − P ) .

(9)

Conjecture 3 (at j = 0) gives f+ (s− ) + f− (s− ) = p(s− ). Substitute Equation 9
into this and we get a recursion f+ (s− ) = p(s− ) + r f+ (s− − P ) which implies:
f+ (s− ) = p(s− ) +

∞
X

rk p (s− − kP ) .

k=1

We note that for finite s− , this is a finite sum because c− < 0 and therefore ( c1+ − c1− )
is positive, so that for k sufficiently large, p (s− − kP ) = 0.
On the other hand by using s+ = s− − P , we see that Equation 9 gives:
f+ (s+ ) = −r f− (s+ + P )

(10)

We substitute this into f+ (s+ ) + f− (s+ ) = p(s+ ) and get −rf− (s+ + P ) + f− (s+ ) =
p(s+ ). Substituting s− back this gives f− (s− ) = −r p (s− − P )+r f− (s− − P ), which
implies:
∞
X
f− (s− ) = −
rk p (s− − kP )
k=1

Summing f+ (t − j/c+ ) and f− (t − j/c− ) gives the general approximate solution
of the system (see Theorem 2)

 X
 




∞
j
j
j
k
ỹj (t) = p t −
+
r p t−
− kP − p
t−
− kP
c+
c+
c−
k=1

Upon setting j = N , the terms telescope, and one obtains


∞
N
c+ − c− X k
r p t−
− kP
ỹN (t) =
c+
c+
k=0


Our main result may now be obtained by integrating these approximate solutions
twice, and examining the resulting orbit which will be close to a “zig-zag” piecewise
linear function such as illustrated in Figure 1 (b). We present our results (part i below)
in terms of the quantities T and Ai defined in the introduction. We also give a bound
on the error of the difference between the approximate piecewise linear solution and
the actual solution (part ii below).

8
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Theorem 3 Suppose the systems SN are asymptotically stable and flock stable. Let
α ∈ (0, 1). Suppose its solution zk (t) is such that its second derivative with respect to
time satisfies Equation 4 where there are q, M > 0 such that |am | and |bm | are less
than N −1 M |m|−1−q .
For large N and fixed k0 , the orbit zN (t) of the last agent of SN may be approximated by z̃N (t) with the following properties.
i: For k ∈ {1, · · · k0 }


Tk =

N
c+

Ak =
T =

1
1
c+ − c−
)k−1 Nc+v0
−( cc−
+
2( c1+ − c1− )N

+ (k − 1)

N

ii: For 0 < t < Tk0 there are K1 , K2 greater than 0 such that:
|zN (t) − z̃N (t)| < K1 N (2−q)α + K2 N 1−αq

Remark: In the symmetric
coupling case, the four ρ’s are all equal to -1/2. So
q
|gx |
Equation 5 gives c± = ±
2 , and we recover Theorem 1 i.
Proof: The second derivative of SN is PN and Proposition 1 gives us its approximate
solution ỹn (t). Therefore an approximate solution z̃N (t) of SN may be obtained by
integrating ỹn (t). Its velocities z̃˙n (t) are the integrals of ỹN (t). This tells us that at
t = Tk ≡ cN+ + (k − 1)P velocities z̃˙n change.
The change of the velocity relative to the leader z̃˙N (t) − v0 at t = Tk is given by
integrating the solution ỹN (t) of Proposition 1 around t = Tk . Using the notation of
Equation 8:
Z Tk +
z̃N (t) dt = (1 − r)rk−1 v0
Tk −

since p(t) is a unit pulse. In the interval [Tk +, Tk+1 −] that velocity is then constant
and it will be denoted by uk . The initial velocity is u0 = −v0 (with respect to the
leader), and so we obtain the following recursion for the velocities uk
uk+1 = uk + (1 − r)rk−1 v0

and

u0 = −v0

and this gives that uk = −rk v0 .
Integrating once more (and noting that z̃N (0) = 0), we see that z̃N (t) − v0 t for
t > 0 is given by a continuous, piecewise affine function whose slope in the intervals
(Tk + , Tk+1 − ), with T0 = 0, is given by uk . We note that Tk+1 − Tk is proportional
to N , so that Tk+1−Tk → 0 as N → ∞. Let us denote by fk the affine function, defined
over the entire interval (Tk , Tk+1 ), which agrees with z̃N (t) − v0 t on (Tk + , Tk+1 − ).
From the fact that fk (Tk ) = Ak and fk0 (t) = uk we deduce that
t ∈ (Tk , Tk+1 ) : fk (t) = uk t + (Ak − uk Tk )

(11)

From fk (Tk+1 ) = Ak+1 we obtain
Ak+1 = Ak + uk (Tk+1 − Tk ) = Ak + uk P

(12)

We furthermore know that in the interval (0, T1 ) the velocity z̃˙N (t) − ż0 (t) equals −v0
and that z̃N (0) − ż0 (t) = 0. This implies that −v0 T1 = A1 and since we know T1 we
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Fig. 2. Relative errors (predicted vs numerical results) for quantities A1 , T, and α describing
the transient, as a function of N . Each plotted point corresponds to simulations using 30
different parameter values, as described in the text.

can solve for A1 which gives A1 = Nc+v0 . With that as initial condition, Equation 12
can easily be solved and this gives the second result.
The period T can be calculated as the unique zero of the affine function z̃N (t)−v0 t
given in Equation 11 in the interval t ∈ (T2 , T3 ). So we get
T = T2 −

A2
.
u2

(13)

We still have to establish the second part of the Theorem. By integrating Proposition 1 twice, we obtain that
|zN (t) − z̃N (t)| < K5 N (2−q)α−3 t3 + K6 N −αq−1 t2
By item i, Tk0 = O(N ). Thus we obtain item ii by replacing t by N .



Theorem 3 implies that the oscillations increase exponentially if |c− | > |c+ | (from
Equation 5). It is easy to check that this happens whenever ρv,1 < −1/2.
Corollary 1 To avoid exponential growth of the |Ai |, we need ρv,1 ≥ − 12 .

4 Numerical Results
We tested our predictions by numerical simulations. For each each of the two
boundary conditions in Definition 1, and each N ∈ {100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200},
we took a grid of 30 parameter values: ρv,1 ∈ {0, −0.1, −0.2, −0.3, −0.4, −0.5} and
gv ∈ {−0.25, −0.50, −1, −2, −4}. This covers all the parameters still available for
variation in Equation 2, since ρp
x,1 = −1/2 and |gx | can be set equal to 1 by rescaling
time (i.e. by introducing τ = |gx |t). For each parameter set we solved the system
numerically using MATLAB’s ode45 solver then measured the amplitude A1 , the
period T (the average time elapsed between Tk and Tk+2 ), and the attenuation α ≡

10
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Fig. 3. Simulations for N = 400, gx = gv = −2 and ρx,1 = −1/2, regular boundary
conditions. In the first picture ρv,1 = −1/2, in the second ρv,1 = 0. Each color represent the
orbit of one of the 400 individual agents.

A3 /A1 (see Figure 1 (b) ). We then compared these with the predicted values obtained
in Theorem 3. The average, as well as the maximum (taken over the 30 parameter
values described above), of the relative errors |measured-predicted|/|predicted| for
each of these quantities are displayed in Figure 2 on a log-log plot.
Now that we know the transient as function of the parameters, one may seek
to chose the parameters to minimize the transient. As a simple illustration of this
direction, we consider a scalar measure IE of the transient that is proportional to
the sum of the squares of the amplitudes Ak . By using Theorem 3 we get IE ≡
1 P∞
1
2
. As an example choose gx = gv = −2 and let ρx,1 = −1/2,
k=1 Ak = 2
2
2
N v0
c+ − c2−
and let ρv,1 take the values −1/2 and 0. We take N = 400 and the leader leaves
with velocity v0 = 1. The simulations are exhibited in Figure 3. The table below
gives predictions for the various quantities. It is clear that the asymmetric choice
ρv,1 = 0 leads to much faster decay of the transient than the symmetric choice
ρv,−1 = ρv,1 = −1/2.
c+
c−
A1
T
α
IE
ρv,1 = −1/2
1√
-1√
400 1600
1
∞
ρv,1 = 0
1 + 2 1 − 2 166 2262 0.029 0.177
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